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months, with the use of the “We”
Facebook application growing by
700 people each week. 

The “We” brand has won a
number of awards, including the
Ethicmark Award, given out by
Ethical Media Markets in recogni-
tion of “advertising that uplifts the
human spirit and society,” and an
Adweek Best Spot of the Month
award for an “Unlikely Alliances”
commercial that featured people
considered to be polar opposites
sitting on a couch together agree-
ing on the need to solve the cli-
mate crisis. 

HISTORY
The “We” campaign is a project of
the Alliance for Climate Protection.
Founded in 2006 by former Vice

President Al Gore, the Alliance is a unique, sin-
gle-purpose organization committed to igniting
public action to help solve the climate crisis. The
Alliance gained worldwide attention when Al
Gore donated his Nobel Peace Prize grant, as well
as proceeds from the Oscar-winning documentary
An Inconvenient Truth, to the Alliance. 

After an international competition, the
Alliance selected top creative commu -

nications firm the Martin Agency as its
partner in designing adver-
tising that would reach the
mass market and inspire
individuals from a multi-
tude of backgrounds to

demand actions from their leaders. Thus, the
“We” brand was born, and through a creative
transformation of the word “me” to “We,” a logo
that captured the campaign’s focus on collective
action was created. The “We” campaign launched
in April 2008, releasing two compelling TV spots
during the first two weeks of the campaign, com-
plementing them with strategically placed print
ads and an engaging website.

THE PRODUCT
The “We” campaign is an unprecedented, large-
scale, mainstream mobilization effort designed to
bring public opinion past a tipping point and con-
vince elected leaders to take bold action. “We” is
an invitation, an offer to join a collaborative effort
to overcome the defining challenge of our time.
With compelling media campaigns, extensive and
strategic online engagement, and grassroots part-
nerships, “We” offers the American people a 

THE MARKET
Climate change is real, and its
potential consequences are cata-
strophic. A suite of ecological, eco-
nomic and security challenges will
escalate if the world’s nations fail
to act. Its onset is occurring much
faster than was predicted just a few
years ago, and the international
scientific community agrees that
we have only a short time to respond
in order for the next generation to
inherit a healthy planet. 

Many effective players are
fighting to solve the climate crisis
at different levels, with varying
degrees of success. What the mar-
ketplace has missed, however, is a
sustained national effort to catalyze
a broad cultural shift on the issue.
Furthermore, there are specif ic
message challenges that must help drive this
cultural shift. Ameri cans must understand that the
crisis is indeed urgent. They must see that the
solutions to this crisis already exist and can be
implemented if we develop the political will. And
Americans must break the partisan gridlock that
would stop the development of these solutions.

This is where the “We” campaign comes in:
it is a massive effort to engage and mobilize the
American people, to help them come together
and call for solutions to climate change.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The “We” campaign has helped to mainstream 
climate issues with a diverse and extensive media
presence. Climate protection messages have, for the
first time, appeared on broadcast networks and in
prime time. In its first six months, “We” campaign
commercials were seen by more than 159 million
people, and “We” obtained 26 percent
brand awareness. Visible partner-
ships with nontraditional allies
have helped build a bipartisan

movement in support of
climate solutions. 

This visibility was
leveraged with online organ-
izing. In the first six months, 1.8
million people joined the “We” campaign,
and 475 local “We” chapters were created.
“We” members have helped move the 
climate debate forward by signing petitions,
writing local newspapers, calling their
elected representatives, participating in pub-
lic events, and more. When, for example,
ABC refused to air the “We” campaign’s
“Repower America” commercial, a quarter
of a million people responded to the “We”
action alert, flooding ABC’s inbox with
requests to air the ad. 

“We” has utilized other websites to
build and engage its membership. Once
“We” began using its own YouTube chan-
nel regularly, it was consistently among
the most viewed nonprofit web pages on a
monthly basis. The “We” Facebook cause
had more than 2 million members after six
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